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A lOOm With a View BG News/Pete Fellman 
Scott Russell, senior graphic desiqn major, untangles yarn on a  loom located at the Fine Arts Building. Once untangled. Russell 
will weave the'yarn into scarves for an art class project. 
Toledo officials 
confirm 2 cases 
of meningitis 
by Don Lee 
wire editor 
Hospitals in Toledo said there 
were two more confirmed cases 
of meningococcal (bacterial) 
meningitis, one unconfirmed 
case, and one case of a menin- 
gitis-related infection in the To- 
ledo area as of yesterday, in 
addition to the case which 
caused the death of a University 
student Friday. 
The Toledo-Lucas County 
Health Department said yester- 
day that the cases appear to be 
unrelated. 
"We have not been able to 
establish a relationship (among 
the ewes)," Dr. Richard Wen- 
zel, health commissioner for To- 
ledo and Lucas County, said. 
Flower Hospital admitted a 
51-year-old man with meningitis 
Feb. 24. He was listed in serious 
condition in the hospital's inten- 
sive care unit, hospital spokes- 
man Tim Riley said yesterday, 
but had been upgraded to fair 
condition by evening. 
A 27-year-old man with menin- 
gitis was admitted Sunday to 
Riverside Hospital and was 
listed in critical condition yes- 
terday. Also, a spokeswoman for 
Mercy Hospital said yesterday 
that tests were being run to 
determine if a patient there had 
the disease. 
Another man had been ad- 
mitted to St. Vincent Medical 
Center on Feb. 11 with an infec- 
tion caused by an organism 
linked to meningitis, but was 
discharged two weeks ago, Toni 
Iannone, media relations man- 
ager, said yesterday. 
UNIVERSITY    FRESHMAN 
Charise Heiser, 20, of Green- 
ville, died of meningococcal 
meningitis Friday morning at 
Wood County Hospital. She had 
left work early the night before 
at Henry J's, the Toledo night- 
club where she worked as a 
waitress, after complaining of 
flu-like symptoms. 
Wood County Hospital re- 
ported no additional cases since 
Friday. 
Wenzel said that Henry J's has 
been cleaned thoroughly and 
Heiser's fellow employees were 
advised to see their own doctors 
for advice on treatment. 
Guidelines published by the 
state health department state 
that a victim's co-workers are 
not considered to be in a high- 
risk group, Wenzel said. 
Wood County Health Commis- 
sioner Nancy Kinney said the 
county health department had 
received a number of calls yes- 
.. See Meningitis, page 4. 
Reagan counters 
Soviet proposal 
to ban missiles 
Quality of teaching examined 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Presi- 
dent Reagan, responding to So- 
viet leader Mikhail Gorbachev's 
arms control proposal last week- 
end, announced yesterday he 
has directed U.S. negotiators in 
Geneva to present the text of a 
U.S. counterproposal for elimi- 
nating both sides' medium 
range missiles from Europe. 
In a brief appearance In the 
White House briefing room, the 
president also said he is sum- 
moning U.S. negotiators to 
Washir.Kn.ri at the end of this 
week. 
"Following these dicussions in 
Washington I will send a team 
back to Geneva to take up once 
again the detailed negotiations 
for an INF reduction 
agreement," he said. 
After he made the announce- 
ment, reporters asked Reagan if 
he was ready to name a new CIA 
director and if he planned to 
apologize for the Iran-contra 
affair when he addresses the 
nation tonight. 
He refused to answer any of 
the questions. 
Gorbachev announced on Sat- 
urday that he was dropping his 
demand that the two sides settle 
their differences on "Star 
Wars," Reagan's space-based 
missile defense system, before 
reaching agreement on medium 
range missiles in Europe. 
THE CONCESSION appeared 
to pave the way for a separate 
agreement to eliminate from 
Europe the 572 U.S. Pershing 2 
and cruise missiles now being 
deployed on the U.S. side and the 
estimated 243 Soviet SS-20s. All 
these weapons can hit targets at 
least 1,100 miles away. 
Faculty panel's data 
may contain errors 
by Linda Hoy 
staff reporter 
Possible errors of fact in a 
committee's data supporting 
Faculty Senate's recommended 
9.5 percent salary increase were 
pointed out by an administrator 
speaking on behalf of President 
Olscamp at yesterday's Faculty 
Senate meeting. 
Chris Dalton, interim vice 
president of planning and bud- 
Eeting, pointed out what are 
elieved to be errors of fact in 
comparing faculty salary in- 
creases with administrative sal- 
ary increases. 
Dalton said the Faculty Wel- 
fare Committee's comparison 
does not take into account that 
the average faculty salary in- 
crease reflects a "churning" of 
employees resulting from the 
retirement of higher paid fac- 
ulty who are replaced by lesser 
paid new faculty. 
In comparing data from the 
1965-86 year, Dalton said the 
G See Faculty, page 4. 
Editor's Note: This is the first of 
a three-part series on graduate 
student teachers at the Univer- 
sity. Tomorrow's story will ex- 
amine the ideas of faculty and 
administration on the ability of 
graduate students to teach col- 
lege classes. 
by Kay Fisher 
staff reporter 
University students who are 
paying for a quality education 
expect to receive this quality 
from their teachers. 
Many classes at the Univer- 
sity are taught by graduate as- 
sistants, and some 
undergraduate students may 
question whether they are actu- 
ally receiving the quality teach- 
ing that they are paying for, 
when comparing graduate assis- 
tants to faculty professors. 
Amy Weasner, senior second- 
ary education communications 
major, wrote a letter which ap- 
peared in 77ie News earlier this 
semester, stating that graduate 
students lack education require- 
ments and are still permitted to 
teach. 
According to Weasner, to be a 
certified teacher in Ohio, one 
must have 300 hours of field and 
clinical education hours in addi- 
tion to student teaching. 
"As an education major, I get 
angry when I think about how a 
graduate assistant can come in 
off the street and can teach a 
class having no prerequisites in 
the education field at all," 
Weasner said. "There's a lot 
more to teaching than saying, 
'This is English and this is a 
verb.'" 
Weasner said there are two 
major difficulties that she has 
noticed with the graduate assis- 
tants she has had for teachers. 
The first involves the use of 
media materials in the class- 
room. 
"There is a vast amount of 
material available on campus 
that can be used by graduate 
assistants," Weasner said. "The 
Undergraduates see pluses, 
minuses in grad assistants 
graduate assistants I've had 
have been very limited on 
materials." 
The second problem, she said, 
is disorganization. 
"Believe it or not, a student 
can tell," Weasner said. "Pro- 
fessors have a nice syllabus at 
the beginning of the semester 
and graduate assistants usually 
breeze into a classroom and 
wing it." 
Ed Leedom, junior production 
and procurement major, said he 
believes that students are some- 
times getting cheated when it 
comes to graduate assistant tea- 
chers. 
Leedom said that graduate 
assistants may be adequate for 
leading discussion groups, but 
they are not familiar enough 
with teaching methods and this 
can hurt the quality of teaching 
for undergraduates. 
Sally Woodworth, senior spe- 
cial education major, also said 
that graduate assistants who 
have taught her courses did a 
reasonably good job, but that 
graduate assistants should work 
under the supervision of a pro- 
fessor while instructing classes. 
"The teachers I've had lead- 
ing discussion groups and for 
labs have been O.K.," Wood- 
worth said. "I think that if grad- 
uate assistants are working as 
part of a coordinated effort with 
a professor then it's all right for 
them to teach." 
Woodworth believes lack of 
experience shows in the class- 
room. 
"Graduate assistants aren't 
as used to the way students are 
in class as a professor is," 
Woodworth said. "But at the 
same time, I've had professors 
who weren't good even with the 
experience." 
A junior finance/accounting 
major, who asked that he not be 
named, said that the problem of 
quality teaching cannot be iso- 
lated as a problem with grad- 
uate assistants only and that 
some graduate assistants may 
even be better than professors in 
the classroom. 
"Each teacher is different, 
L! See Graduates, page 4. 
BG News/Pete Fellman 
Tony Dillon, graduate assistant majoring in business education, teaches a beginning keyboarding class. 
Wednesday 
D You don't have to be a CS student to use 
the new Hayes Hall computer lab for your 
class: See story, page 3. 
D A Supreme Court ruling made yesterday 
is hailed as a step forward for the rights 
of AIDS victims: See story, page 5. 
D Falcon basketball is represented by two 
women and one man on the all-MAC teams: 
See story, page 7. 
News in brief 
FBI head William Webster 
named as intelligence chief 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan 
yesterday chose FBI Director William Webster 
as director of the CIA, the White House said. 
White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater 
said the president called Webster at 10:20 a.m. 
EST yesterday and offered him the job. Webster 
"said he wanted some time to consider this and 
would let us know as soon as possible," Fitzwa- 
ter added. 
Webster called back at 6:04 p.m. EST - after 
news of the selection leaked out - and accepted 
the job. 
If confirmed by the Senate, Webster would 
replace William Casey, who resigned after un- 
dergoing surgery for brain cancer. 
Reagan had nominated the CIA's acting 
director, Robert Gates, to take over the top spot. 
But the president withdrew that nomination 
Monday after it became clear Gates would face 
stiff Senate opposition because of the Iran-Con- 
tra affair and the CIA's involvement in it. 
The nomination of Webster, on the other 
hand, received quick praise from Senate Demo- 
cratic Leader Robert Byrd of West Virginia, who 
called him "a highly regarded professional who 
will bring much-needed credibility to the CIA." 
Reagan, in a statement released at the White 
House, said, "Bill Webster will bring remarka- 
ble depth and breadth of experience, as well as 
an outstanding record of achievement, to this 
position." 
Fitzwater said there were "no candidates 
yet" to replace Webster at the FBI. 
Justice Department sources said a debate 
was still under way over who would be nomi- 
nated to take over the FBI, but that the leading 
candidate was U.S. District Court Judge Lowell 
Jensen, who had served as deputy attorney 
Seneral in the Reagan administration before 
eing appointed to a judgeship in San Francisco. 
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Proposed bill gives 
families a chance 
A woman shouldn't have to choose between her 
x
 ~1ob and her baby. 
That's the sentiment behind a much needed, long 
overdue proposed bill offering job-protected sab- 
baticals for new parents. 
Female workers now comprise 44 percent of the 
workforce, and 50.8 percent of those women have 
children under 3 years old. 
With statistics like those, it is evident that legis- 
lation protecting new parents' jobs is vital. 
Also, with only half of U.S. companies now 
providing some span of paid or unpaid leave to 
women after childbirth, such a bill would ensure 
that women are no longer forced to make the unfair 
decision between having a career and having 
children. 
The proposed bill, introduced by Rep. Pat 
Schroeder, would require employers to offer up to 
18 weeks of family leave to workers with a new- 
born, newly adopted or seriously ill child. 
Because the leaves would be unpaid, it should not 
be argued that new parents will abuse the priv- 
ilege. In fact, many will probably take fewer weeks 
off than they are entitled. 
The bill would also serve to provide peace of 
mind for career couples who want to have or adopt 
children, considering that women who now choose 
to stay home with their children despite their 
maternity leave spans often lose their jobs. 
The present situation is also unfair to newborn 
children, who must be without parents because of 
restrictive maternity leaves. The proposed bill 
would serve to foster a much needed closeness 
between parent and child during an important 
phase in child development. 
During these times of the continuing eroding 
family unit, such legislation would provide insur- 
ance that there is an alternative to having strang- 
ers babysit for newborns. 
One advocate of the bill expressed an on-target 
statement: "Newborns need their parents and 
parents need their jobs and that's why we need this En." 
A tradition worth keeping 
by Cralg Hergert  
Tonight the Peace Coalition is 
sponsoring a coffee house. (All 
right, I'll admit it. This column 
is partly a way of saving the 
Cup 50 bucks tor an ad and I'm 
lousy a liar to pretend other- 
wise. Here's the info: 8:30 p.m. 
to 11p.m. in the Amani Room of 
the Commons. Now back to the 
actual column-type stuff.) 
I volunteered to be in charge 
mostly because it's becoming 
clear to me that I'm one of the 
few students alive who knows 
what a coffee house is. 
Even the students in the Peace 
Coalition, usually a pretty hip 
bunch, are in the dark. "How 
are things going with the coffee 
shop?" one asked. "The music is 
just a side thing, and most of the 
time will be taken up with people 
making speeches, right?" asked 
another. 
True, there often is coffee 
available at a coffee house. It 
provides a reminder of the 
event's origin. Years ago, per- 
formers played at cafes in ex- 
change, usually, for a meal. But 
if you're expecting a coffee shop 
with a full regalia of pastries, 
you'll be disappointed. 
And the music isn't just a side 
thing. It's everything, except on 
those nights when someone 
shows up with a poem. 
When I was a freshman in 
Minnesota, back in 1974, coffee 
houses were still common. They 
were usually held on a Friday or 
a Saturday night and were sim- 
Ele affairs. Somebody requisi- 
oned a floor of the union tor a 
few hours and lined up some- 
body to play guitar. Sometimes 
the "somebodies" were one and 
the same person. All you really 
needed to set up a coffee house 
was a guitar and a little nerve. 
I have no reason to think that 
Lent teaches meaning 
of sacred and 'profane' 
And profanity is the sacrifice: 'Aw, shucks' 
by Kent Miller 
Gee whiz, is my mom ever 
Eoing to be happy. I've decided 
) cive up swearing for Lent, 
rve never really given up 
anything for Lent before. I was 
raised a Lutheran, and instead 
of giving up some indulgence 
during this religious season, we 
mostly sit around and talk about 
it over cookies and punch. 
This year I want more than 
cookies and punch. And I know 
some people don't think cussing 
is something I should enjoy so 
much that 1 will miss it and 
think about the sacrifices that 
Christ made, but it is. It is a skill 
I have honed over the years and 
will have to try hard not to do. 
The basics of quality cussing 
can be learned in an afternoon, 
just by hanging out in the ob- 
vious dens of profanity like bars, 
public restrooms or Mac East. 
But to be really clever with 
your profanity - the stuff that 
goes beyond simple name-call- 
ing - now that takes practice. 
The places and people you leam 
it from are weird, too: checkout 
clerks at K mart, old people in 
nursing homes, your overweight 
aunt, the odd vice president of 
the United States. 
I did some miniscule research 
on this topic and found that 
every society has taboo words. 
For instance, according to au- 
thor Peter Farb, who wrote a 
book called Word Play, it is 
improper among the Zuni Indi- 
ans to use the word meaning 
"frogs" during a religious cere- 
mony. 
I haven't been able to think of, 
or locate any good reason as to 
why we like to use profane lan- 
guage, excepting the "good fun" 
clause. 
I remember when I was little 
and heard older people swear- 
ing. It was great because it was 
so much more realistic. At first 
vour parents don't want you to 
hear such language, but they 
eventually realize that most of 
the kids at school know more 
graphic language than they do 
themselves. 
Pretty soon, you start cussing, 
too. For a while you try not to 
swear, but the desire to call 
someone a foul name becomes 
overwhelming. What a feeling it 
is to call someone a foul name 
for the first time; it is almost as 
exciting as when you had 
learned how to tell a good lie just 
a few years earlier. You start 
out using mild language that 
usually has sexual overtones, 
like "queer." Then come the 
"hells,* the "damns." 
And the moment you figure 
out that no one ever really got 
their mouth washed out with 
soap, it's a race for originality in 
vulgarity. If you don't think 
you re a very ingenious cusser, 
I'll bet you're wrong. Stop read- 
ing for a while and start thinking 
of all the words you know for the 
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male genitalia. 
Your list for the female geni- 
talia will probably, for some 
reason, be at least twice as long. 
And don't forget the multitude of 
synonyms for breasts. If you 
find yourself wondering if some 
of the words qualify as true 
profane language, try using 
them in front of your boyfriend/ 
girlfriend's parents. 
Since I have decided to try and 
stop using such trashy language, 
I have to try and come up with 
new, less offensive words. 
Therefore, in the future: 
D All name-calling which de- 
notes likeness to any bodily ori- 
fice or gland shall be replaced 
with "rapscallion," or the more 
down-to-earth, "dog-faced 
worm." 
D Expletives which will be 
allowed: drats. gee-willikers, 
shoot, heck, golly gee and jin- 
kies. 
O Names for the people I 
don't like which will be allowed: 
wretched hag, jerk, fish, rogue, 
dimwit, cod-on-bun-breath, 
lackey and dupe. 
C Stupid names that older 
people use which will not be 
allowed, even in a pinch: dope 
fiend, loose woman, beatnik, 
Commie and goofball. 
Shucks, this is going to be 
easy. 
Miller, a senior English major 
from St. Marys, is a columnist 
for The News. 
Correction 
The letter responding to the 
Juarez Tequila ad in yesterday's 
News was not written by P.F. 
Wilson, but by someone who 
falsely used his name. 
All letters to the editor should 
include a phone number for veri- 
fication. 
Respond 
The BG News editorial page is 
your campus forum. 
Letters to the editor and guest 
columns should be typewritten, 
double-spaced and signed. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject submissions we consider 
to be in bad taste, malicious or 
libelous. 
All submissions are subject to 
condensation. 
Send submissions to: 
Editorial Editor 
The BG News 
211 West BaB 
Ohio was any different than Min- 
nesota in years gone by. Up until 
a few years ago, the University 
had a space in the Union desig- 
nated as a coffee house. It's now 
a computer room. The times, 
they are a-changin'. 
Since I don't think the percent- 
age of students with a little 
nerve has dropped much in the 
last 15 years, there must be 
some other reason why coffee 
houses are so scarce. 
For one thing, guitars, or at 
least acoustic guitars, are less 
abundant now than when I 
started college. It used to be you 
couldn't walk to your dorm with- 
out passing at least one person 
sitting under a tree playing gui- 
tar. 
So where have all the guitar 
players gone? I think thejTre in 
hiding. The dominant mood on 
college campuses these days, if I 
had to slap a label on it, is a 
combination of business and 
neo-macho. The guitar is too 
impractical for the former, too 
wimpy for the latter. Besides, if 
you want music under a tree, it's 
a lot easier these days to sport a 
walkman. 
Maybe students of the '80s 
simply don't want or need coffee 
houses. I'm reminded of the 
scene in Volunteers, a film made 
in 1985 and set in the early '60s, 
where Tom Hanks, playing an 
archetypal yuppie, steps onto a 
plane filled with Peace Corps 
volunteers singing "Michael, 
Row The Boat Ashore." 
"I'm in hell," he says. Stu- 
dents today who stumble upon a 
coffee house might say the same 
thing. 
It's not that coffee houses 
aren't open to any criticism. The 
performers   are   sometimes 
guilty of egotism or, worse, self- 
righteousness. 
As the persona in Tom Lehr- 
er's 1965 folk-song parody puts 
it, "We are the folk-song 
army/Every one of us cares/We 
don't like poverty, war or injus- 
tice/Unlike the rest of you 
squares." A roomful of such 
self-annointed saints might be 
understandably frightening. 
Even if tonight's affair dis- 
Blays a touch of these faults, 
lough, coffee houses deserve to 
be part of the college scene for 
several reasons. 
For one thing, they continue 
the tradition of the balladeer. 
Long before songs Were pre- 
served on paper, balladeers took 
their songs-those they wrote 
themselves and those they had 
received from the oral tradi- 
tion - from village to village. 
One might argue that folk 
music has produced more than a 
few ghastly songs. As Lehrer 
remarks in his album "An Eve- 
ning Wasted with Tom Lehrer," 
"The reason why folk songs are 
so bad is that they come from 
the people." 
Even if they lack something 
lyrically or musically, and some 
of them lack nothing, songs like 
"Barbara Allen," "The Gypsy 
Rover," and "Matty Groves'' 
capture the concerns and the 
fancies of the people who wrote, 
modified, and preserved them. 
The same is true of the songs 
performed at coffee houses. The 
songs performers share with 
their audiences - whether they 
be songs they've written them- 
selves or folk or pop songs 
they've learned from recording 
artists (high-tech balladeers, if 
you will), whether they're about 
love or war, oppression or 
peace - are the songs that mat- 
ter to them. 
The performer's leap of faith 
is that these songs will matter to 
the listeners as well. The power 
of coffee houses is that in a few 
instances, at least, the leap is 
successful. 
It's clear to me that "Ameri- 
can Pie." for example, is a song 
that today's students value and 
one that coffee house perform- 
ers enjoy sharing with them. 
This act of sharing is, I think, 
valuable in its own right, not 
least because it seems to be as 
rare as coffee houses them- 
selves. Bringing people to- 
gether, with no admission, 
sharing songs with them, and 
allowing them to share conver- 
sation with each other, seems to 
me to be a tradition worth pre- 
serving. 
The sharing isn't restricted to 
performers who have a whole 
set ready. A common feature at 
coffee houses of old was an open 
mike, that is, a policy allowing 
anyone who has a song to get up 
and do it. We'll be following this 
policy tonight, time permitting. 
What else to expect? There'll 
be coffee. And Tom Gorman and 
Patrick Boyd will be playing: 
there's a good chance that one of 
them will do "American Pie." 
Oh, and a senior citizens' dance 
group will be performing. 
And, for what it's worth, I'll be 
there, playing songs I've written 
and songs I think are worth 
sharing. Lehrer may well be 
right about the qualify of some 
of my songs. But he can't knock 
the price. Or, for my money, the 
tradition. 
Hergert, a teaching fellow in 
English from Slayton, Minn., is 
a columnist for The News. 
Letters 
Backmasking 
in Christian rock 
In response to Nancy Erick- 
son's article "It's only rock 'n' 
roll..." I would like to let her 
know that there are backmask- 
ings in Christian rock as well as 
modern and heavy metal rock. 
There is a difference though: 
Christian rock has messages 
that talk of God. The modern 
rock and heavy metal rock have 
messages that talk of Satan. 
Why is that? If modern rock 
and heavy metal rock aren't 
satanic, then why do they have 
satanic messages on them (for- 
ward as well as backward)? I'm 
not saying that every song has 
satanic messages on it, but the 
groups that she spoke of in her 
article sure do. 
Not only do they have back- 
masking, but they sing about the 
devil. The groups have satanic 
symbols on their album covers 
as well as wear them. Some 
even admit that they worship 
the devil. What is it about people 
that makes them want to listen 
to songs about the devil? 
There is a lot of great Chris- 
tian rock out. A lot of people 
think that it is boring to listen to. 
Some of the songs I used to sing 
in church were boring, but that's 
not rock. 
There is Christian rock for all 
kinds of listeners, from contem- 
Sorary to heavy metal. Stryper. 
hallow Servent, Petra, Michael 
W. Smith, Amy Grant and many 
more. Why can't people listen to 
Christian rock instead? Are they 
scared to? 
The week of Jan. 26-29, John 
Muncy, a world-known evangel- 
ist, was here on campus. He had 
an average of 500 college stu- 
dents each night. That whole 
week he talked about the Culture 
of Rock V Roll. If Nancy would- 
have gone to the meetings, then 
maybe she would have under- 
stood what people were talking 
about. 
Douglas Heldenreich 
330 Kohl 
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IBM lab available for instructors 
by Kate Foster 
staff reporter 
A new computer lab is available for Uni- 
versity instructors to expand students' com- 
puter know-how due to the growing 
Incorporation of computers in the classroom 
campus-wide. 
Room 312 Hayes Hall now houses 20 IBM 
computers available for University instruc- 
tors to teach their students how to use 
microcomputers. 
The department of business education, in 
conjunction with the University Computer 
Services, has installed the computers as 
well as five printers which will cater to 
computer instructors and non-computer in- 
structors alike. 
In the past, instructors reserved time in 
the Technology Building, Jerome Library or 
University Union computer labs for com- 
puter instruction. 
Richard Conrad, director of University 
Computer Services, said that while this 
served the instructors' purposes, at the 
same time it forced students using or wish- 
ing to use the computers during instructio- 
nal periods to find another available 
computer lab. 
"The labs are basically busy." Conrad 
said. "Until now we've never had a central 
facility to teach hands-on microcomputing." 
Conrad said the idea for expanding the 
computer facilities on campus came with 
the birth of a task force in 1984 appointed to 
develop a five-year computing plan at the 
University. 
THE INCORPORATION of computers in 
classrooms at the University has expanded 
beyond the computer-related classes. For 
instance, Kim Rites, graduate assistant in 
sociology, said computers would be espe- 
cially useful in demography classes involv- 
ing extensive statistics and population 
analysis. 
Dale Schroeder, director of Computing 
Information Services, said the computers in 
Hayes Hall are open to instructors in the 
computer department as well as those in 
other departments incorporating computers 
in the classroom, such as business, socio- 
logy and psychology. 
Blotter 
A University student reported 
to city police that a male subject 
ripped a mirror off of her truck 
while she was stopped at a red 
light early yesterday, police 
said. 
The subject, who was de- 
scribed as a white male about 20 
years old, with black hair and 
dark eyes, wearing blue jeans, 
hiking boots and a black leather 
jacket, broke the mirror off her 
pickup at the corner of Thurstin 
Avenue and East Wooster Street 
at 1:05 a.m. 
G A broken window was re- 
ported in the first-aid building 
near the swimming pool at City 
Park on Monday morning, city 
police said. Someone used a rock 
to break the wire-reinforced 
window and enter the building 
over the weekend, police said. 
Several beer bottles were found 
inside. 
D Police broke up a fight at 
Uptown-Downtown bar, 162 N. 
Main St., between four employ- 
ees and two customers Monday 
night. 
Police said an officer re- 
sponded to a complaint of a fight 
involving six males at Uptown at 
11:37 p.m. The fight allegedly 
started when an employee tried 
to remove a customer from the 
bar and the two exchanged 
punches. 
Three more employees and 
another customer then joined 
the fight, police said. 
All four employees are listed 
as students in the current Uni- 
versity directory, but the cus- 
tomers are not. 
SAMS sponsors 
lip-sync contest 
by Amy Borkett 
reporter 
Students have the chance to 
win a summer internship with 
M-TV by participating in the 
upcoming Students Against 
Multiple Sclerosis' rock-a- 
like contest. 
"SAMS," in its second year 
at the University, will hold 
the contest tonight at t at 
Uptown. 
"Rock-a-like is a lip-sync 
performance contest where 
the individual or group 
dresses as their favorite rock 
starts) and performs one of 
their songs, said Ed Lee- 
dom, campus director of 
SAMS 
The grand prize winner on 
the national level will receive 
the internship, but no one 
involved with SAMS is aware 
of what the intern will be 
doing. 
The group with the most 
vote-sponsors will win. Any- 
one can cast a ballot in the 
form of one dollar,   which 
Xls one vote, 
ch group must have a 
minimum of $S worth of spon- 
sors, and participants must 
be at least 19 years old. 
"The winner will then ad- 
vance to the regional compe- 
tition The winner of 
regionals and a guest will be 
flown to Florida to compete 
on the national level This will 
be aired on MTV with Mark 
Goodman," Becky Lynden, 
special events coordinator, 
said. 
The college that raises the 
most funds will be host to a 
concert that will be broadcast 
live on M-TV. 
"SAMS is also raising 
money in other ways," Lee- 
dom said. 'There will be a 
celebrity auction at the rock- 
a-like contest, sweatshirts 
are on sale for f 12, and earlier 
in the year we had an aerobic- 
a-thon which made $460. Our 
goal is to raise at least $1,000. 
"Multiple sclerosis is a dis- 
ease that effects about 700 
people per week, between the 
ages of 18-35. Students seem 
to neglect this, but it does 
effect our age group," he 
said. 
-4- 
It's the 100th Anniversary of Hollywood 
and 
"Stars are Shining in Bowling Green" 
for 1987 Homecoming 
Design a logo and win a $30 gift 
certificate from Kaufman's! 
Designs must be 8 x 11     black & white 
Entries may be submitted to 
405 or 315 Student Services 
Deadline: March 20 
American Cancer Society 
DAFFODIL 
DAYS 
Send a bouquet ($4/10 flowers) 
to a friend (on & off campus) while helping 
cancer research & services 
Delivery Dates: March 18 & 19 
Order By: March 10 
Call: 372-2810 or 372-8725 
Sponsored by Assoc. for Career Women & Beta Theta Pi 
EAE • EAE • EAE • EAE • EAE • EAE • EAE • EAE • EAE • EAE • EAE • EAE • EAE • EAE • EAE • 
a 
The Brothers of 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Congratulate the Following 
1987 Executive Council 
President  Keith Everiss 
Vice President  Mike Cline 
Vice President of Rush  Scott Anderson 
Treasurer  jerry Stayer 
Asst. Treasurer  Joe Krajewski 
Correspondant  Steve Case 
Recorder  Pat Nolta 
New Initiates 
Dan Stoddard Tom Evans 
Brent Kisha Paul Napoli 
Buzz Fulton Jim Morr 
Sandy Hahn George Allen 
Jeff Kubea Larry Smith 
Spring Pledge Class 
Mark Lanwehr Dean Dolaia Dave Spiehler 
Mail Dills Paul Green Erik Kohler 
Dave Kriceri John Cooper Nick Koppinger 
Pledge Educator Mark Hosfeld 
Asst. Pledge Educator Tom Ferkany 
Congratulations Gentlemen 
McDonald's 
Fish, firy and Pie. 
The best catch in town. 
i? 
EAE » EAE » EAE « EAE ' EAE » EAE » EAE ' EAE ' EAE « EAE • EAE « EAE * EAE » EAE ' EAE « | 
At McDonald's,® we're fishing for compliments. And our Fish, Fry and Pie 
meal combination is pulling 'em in hook, line and sinker. 
Our pleasant change of pace meal starts with a delicious golden Filet-O-Fish* 
sandwich served up with cheese and tartar sauce on a soft, steamed bun. 
Then an order of our world-famous golden McDonald's French Fries. 
And, finally, a delicious apple or 
cherry pie. Served piping hot. Two Convenient Locations: 
1050 S. Main Street 
1470 E. Wooster Street 
Bowling Green, OH 
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Graduates 
Q Continued from page 1. 
graduate assistant or profes- 
sor." he said. "The graduate 
assistants I've had have been 
great. They're closer to the 
material than the faculty profes- 
sors, because they're working 
for their masters in that area. 
"Graduate assistants also 
keep the material more believ- 
able and are more willing to 
help." 
Another positive side to grad- 
uate assistant teaching can be 
the motivation that a younger 
teacher can provide, according 
to Henry Marchand, senior crea- 
tive writing major. 
"I've had plenty of excellent 
graduate teachers who have 
been generally around my age," 
Marchand said. "For me per- 
sonally, I have benefited 
greatly. It was easier to estab- 
lish a one-to-one relationship 
with them. What graduate assis- 
tants lack in experience can 
sometimes be made up in empa- 
thy." 
Marchand said he believes 
that there are clearly two types 
of graduate assistant teachers. 
The first type is a very ded- 
icated instructor who is some- 
times more idealistic than the 
established faculty and tries to 
establish a rapport with the stu- 
dents, he said. 
"The other type of graduate 
assistants are teaching because 
it's an assistantship and do not 
have any interest at all in teach- 
ing. There are other 
assistantships available such as 
research assistants for the ones 
who don't want to teach," Mar- 
chand said. 
Weasner said she believes 
graduate assistants should be 
required to take EDCI 370 or a 
similar class to give them more 
education knowledge. 
Weasner said this class would 
be good for orienting a graduate 
assistant to the classroom. 
EDCI 370 involves 14-hour 
lectures, and Bowling Green 
High School students are 
brought in to be taught by the 
practicing teacher. The lessons 
are videotaped so that the tea- 
cher can focus on specific skills 
and work on improvements. 
Weasner  said  she  believes 
Saduate students care about 
aching and their students, but 
each   department   should   be 
more aware of the quality of the 
graduate assistants teaching. 
"I don't think they have a 
Eroblem with content - they 
now their material, they just 
don't know how to say it," 
Weasner said. 
Faculty 
D Continued from page 1. 
average   salary   increase   for 
continuing faculty was higher by 
.52 percent than administrative 
increases for that year. 
A study will be made compar- 
ing the individual salary in- 
creases of all employees of the 
University over a period of seve- 
ralyears, Dalton said. 
This study will address the 
question of now faculty salaries 
have increased compared to in- 
flation, he said. 
HAROLD    LUNDE,    FWC 
chairman, said the Senate is not 
interested in individual in- 
creases. 
"What we're really interested 
in is how our institution com- 
pares to other institutions (in 
faculty salary increases)," 
Lunde said. 
In response to a Senate mem- 
ber's comments that the admin- 
istration is taking an 
adversarial position in the mat- 
ter of faculty salary increases 
when it should be working with 
the faculty to increase salaries, 
Dalton said the administration 
position is not adversarial. 
Near the end of the meeting, 
faculty member Ann Marie Lan- 
caster said it was "totally inap- 
propriate, totally insensitive 
and is assuming an adversarial 
role" for Dalton to come to the 
meeting, point out errors of fact 
and announce the administra- 
tion is going to conduct its own 
study. 
Seriate members applauded in 
response to Lancaster's com- 
ments. 
In other business, the Senate 
unanimously passed a resolution 
urging the Ohio Legislature to 
support the needs of education 
as recommended by the Board 
of Regents. 
The resolution recommends 
that the appropriations for 
higher education be increased 
by 1.3 percent of the total state 
budget, which would enable 
state universities to keen the 
student share of the cost of edu- 
cation at its current level. 
Meningitis  
G Continued from page 1. 
terdav from people concerned 
that the disease would spread. 
"People concerned about an 
epidemic should not be," Kinney 
said. "They don't seem to under- 
stand it (meningococcal menin- 
gitis) is treatable, that it's not 
very often fatal." 
If the disease is diagnosed 
early enough, the fatality rate is 
less than 10 percent, Kinney 
said, citing state health depart- 
ment figures. 
Heiser had complained of feel- 
ing ill Wednesday but did not go 
to the hospital until Friday, 
health officials said. 
MENINGITIS IS an infection 
which attacks the covering 
membranes of the brain or spi- 
nal cord, or both. It can be 
caused by bacteria, viruses or 
other micro-organisms. Symp- 
toms are high  fever, severe 
headache, severe vomiting, pain 
and stiffness in the neck, gener- 
alized body aches, and confusion 
and possibly coma in extreme 
cases, said Dr. Joshua Kaplan, 
director of the University's Stu- 
dent Health Center. 
Additionally, skin rashes, low 
blood pressure and shock caused 
by spread of the infection to the 
bloodstream may develop, al- 
though they do not always occur 
together, Kaplan said. 
Thursday ai newly remodeled 
Margaritas only 
85° 
Live Music by the 
KNOBS 
The best of 50's & 60s 
Rock n' Roll 
Music starts at 8:30 
806 S. Main 
d°E Don't Miss The Best Wedding In Ohio . 
VftlKiANl)AMAI1|iU!SM02AKft 
THE 
\t\RRl\GE OF 
FKi\RO 
March 6 & 7   8:00 pm - Kobacker Hall 
Moore Musical Arts Center, BGSU 
BGSU Student Tickets $4, $6, $8 
Call 372-8171 
Box Office open 10:30 - 7:00 pm 
Presented by Bowling Green Or 
=inii—L-um mr^=M— 
ra Theater □a nan 
This sprin 
make a break for it 
89 
Anywhere Greyhound goes. 
This Spring Break, catch a Greyhound* to 
the beach, the mountains, or your hometown. 
For just $89 round trip, you and your friends 
will have a great time wherever you go. 
isn GREYHOUND leave the driving to us! 
Greyhound • 500 Lehman Avenue • 353-5982 
MUM praail • vilid college sudtm 1.1) cud upon purchase No uUVr dixoums apply Tickets are noniransfcrabte and good (or iravd on Greyhound Lino, 
Inc , and other participating carriers. Certain restrictions apply. Offer effective 2/1/87 through V30/87. Offer limited Not valid m Canada O 1987 Greyhound Line*. Inc. 
Student center 
to get face-lift 
Temporary inconvenience expected 
by Debbie Rogers 
staff reporter 
Anyone passing through the 
Off-Campus Student Center may 
notice the peeling paint on the 
lockers or the worn carpet. How- 
ever, starting March 13, most of 
the center will be remodeled. 
An office space is currently 
being added to the center. The 
carpeting will be taken out and 
the lockers will be re-pa in ted the 
week before and during spring 
break. 
OCSC will be closed while the 
center is being remodeled. Stu- 
dents have been asked to re- 
move everything, including the 
locks, from their lockers. 
Sue Witschi, center director, 
apologized for the inconve- 
nience, but said that the trouble 
of finding another place to go 
that week and carrying books 
around will definitely be worth 
it. 
She also recommended some 
places for off-campus students 
to relax or study between March 
16-20. 
"The Union's relatively 
close," she said. "I understand 
there's a lounge in the Business 
Administration building 
(also)." 
Witschi said that plans are in 
the works for other remodeling 
ventures around the center. 
"Right now, we hope to paint 
the walls," she said, ''in order to 
do that, it would take longer 
than we have. I would rather 
open it up on time." 
The director added that the 
carpeting was old. 
"It's been here a long time," 
she said, laughing. "Who knows 
what germs lurk nere." 
The carpeting throughout 
most of the center will be a dark 
plum color. The television 
lounge, though, will be carpeted 
in gray. 
All students are invited to the 
grand re-opening of OCSC, April 
3 at 8 p.m. It will feature "Ed- 
win's After-hours" and a free 
Barry Drake concert. 
"Edwin's After-hours" was 
named after Edwin Moseley. 
OCSC is in the basement of Mo- 
seley Hail. 
"We're going to transfer the 
main lounge into a nightclub 
setting," said Tom Gorman, 
graduate assistant of OCSC. 
Barry Drake will also perform 
that night. 
"He plays guitar-folk, blues 
and rock 'n' roll," Gorman said. 
Cherrywood 
Health Spa & Tanning Center 
8th & High St. 352-9378 
Introductory Special 
120 minutes for $25 
plus one free visit 
We feature the "Hex" Suntanning Unit - 
The Newest European Suntanning System 
Like Magic... minutes a day 
You'll start & maintain a Golden Tan 
come Rain or Shine 
HOURS: 
Mon.- Fit 9am-iOpm 
Sat. iiam-9pm 
Sun. ipm-9pm 
Do you really 
need new glasses 
in one hi 
you really 
want to pay 
the price? 
Sure, some places offer you one 
hour sendee on your prescription 
but check out the price. Is it 
worth It to spend that much 
more? We don't think so. 
At Burlington Optical, we offer 
one day service on most pre- 
scriptions at the same price we'd 
Single Vision 
charge if you waited a week. 
You get the highest quality 
lenses and one of the area's 
largest selections of frames. 
We think out way of doing 
business is sensible... 
so are our prices. 
Bifocals $3488 $5488 
Includes glass lenses and frames, [ye exam priced separately 
^Burlington Optical 
1955 S Reynolds 
Toledo 
3S2-2020 
3153 W. Syrvanla 
Totecfo 
472-1113 
Stadium Plaza 
Bowftng Green 
352-2533 
:< 
I 
< 
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News Briefs 
Ohio prosecutors to seek $150 million 
in Home State Savings restitution 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Pros- 
ecutors said yesterdav they 
will ask a court to order the 
three defendants convicted of 
charges in the Home State 
Savings Bank collapse to pay 
the state about $150 million 
for losses it sustained in bai- 
ling out depositors. 
The state put up $129.9 mil- 
lion and the Ohio Deposit 
Guarantee Fund, another $26 
million to guarantee deposits 
at Home Slate after it closed 
nearly two years ago. Colum- 
bus attorney John Hartranft 
said the state and the fund are 
seeking to recover the money 
in four lawsuits, including one 
naming former Home State 
owner Marvin Warner. 
The state also would seek to 
collect an estimated $3.9 mil- 
lion spent in prosecuting the 
criminal trial and $6.9 million 
spent in attorney fees in a 
civil case, special Home State 
prosecutor Lawrence Kane 
said. The state has already 
collected $17.7 million, Har- 
tranft said. 
Judge Richard Niehaus de- 
clined to discuss the matter of 
restitution, but said he would 
consider it during sentencing, 
set for March 30. 
"The judge will have to 
make the decision about the 
amount of restitution," Kane 
said. 
Toledo Pride general manager charged 
with writing $17,475 in bad checks 
TOLEDO (AP) - The presi- 
dent and general manager of 
the Toledo Pride soccer team 
was charged yesterday with 
three felony counts of writing 
more than $17,000 in bad 
checks, police said. 
John Durham, 35, allegedly 
wrote checks for $17,475 to a 
suburban Toledo travel 
agency for airline tickets for 
the team's out-of-town 
games, Perrysburg police 
said. Durham surrendered to 
Slice at his attorney's office 
onday. 
At an appearance in Per- 
rysburg Municipal Court yes- 
terday, Durham was released 
on his own recognizance on 
two of the charges, and 
posted $5,000 in cash on the 
third charge, court bailiff Joe 
Brainard said. 
A preliminary hearing was 
set for March 17. Durham did 
not enter a plea. 
The Pride, which is 9-23 in 
its first season, is one of four 
expansion teams established 
last year in the American 
Indoor Soccer Association. 
Mohamed Albarazi, presi- 
dent of the Perrysburg Travel 
Center, said Durham wrote a 
check for $11,760 Saturday to 
cover the team's weekend 
trips to Tampa, Fla., and 
Milwaukee. 
Court rules for disease victims 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Supreme 
Court, in a ruling likely to help AIDS victims 
fight discrimination, said yesterday people 
with contagious diseases are protected by a 
federal law helping the handicapped. 
The court, by a 7-2 vote, said businesses 
and government entities receiving federal 
aid are barred from discriminating - in 
employment or otherwise - against people 
with contagious diseases. 
Rejecting Reagan administration argu- 
ments, the court said employers may be 
violating a 1973 federal law if they fire 
employees based solely on a fear that those 
employees may spread a disease. 
The decision did not directly involve Ac- 
Juired Immune Deficiency Syndrome, a 
eadly viral disease. And the court pointed 
out it was not deciding whether some car- 
riers of AIDS, those who do not suffer from 
symptoms of the disease, are covered by the 
19731aw. 
But gay rights groups and other organiza- 
tions nevertheless hailed the ruling as a 
huge victory for efforts to protect AIDS 
victims from discrimination in employ- 
ment, housing, insurance and health care. 
THE RULING kept alive a joMiscrimi- 
nation lawsuit against the Nassau County, 
Fla., School Board by Gene Arline, fired as 
an elementary school teacher in 1979 be- 
cause she had tuberculosis, an infectious 
respiratory disease. 
Led by Justice William Brennan, the court 
said allowing bias based on a disease's 
contagious effects conflicts with the basic 
purpose of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 - to 
ensure that handicapped people "are not 
denied jobs or other benefits because of the 
prejudiced attitudes or the ignorance of 
others." 
Brennan said, "It would be unfair to allow 
an employer to seize upon the distinction 
between the effects of a disease on others 
and (its) effects ... on a patient and use 
that distinction to justify discriminatory 
treatment." 
Jean O'Leary, executive director of the 
National Gay Rights Advocates, said the 
decision "certainly bodes well for us." 
"It shores up our position and goes against 
what the Justice Department has said," she 
added. 
Employment office closings named 
COLUMBUS (AP) - The fed- 
erally-funded Ohio Bureau of 
Employment Services yester- 
day identified the 42 offices it 
will begin closing in phases to 
offset a projected $12 million 
budget deficit. 
Savings generated by the clos- 
ings, 14 of which are to begin 
immediately, and the early re- 
tirement of an undetermined 
number of OBES employees, are 
designed to help the agency 
avoid layoffs. 
"I have assured them my last 
resort is laying off anybody," 
Roberta Steinbacher, the bu- 
reau administrator, told a news 
conference. 
Steinbacher said the closings 
stemmed from federal budget 
cuts which yielded a projected 
!12 million deficit in the federal 
iscal year that ends Sept. 30. 
Total cost of operating the 42 
offices,   which are  in  leased 
buildings instead of state-owned 
structures, was pegged at $13 
million annually. Consolidation 
of the offices was expected to 
save about $2 million in non-per- 
sonal service costs alone. 
OFFICES TO BE closed ini- 
tially are Cleveland South 
(Maple Heights), Columbus 
West, Canton Compliance, Cin- 
cinnati Roselawn, Findlay Dis- 
trict, Wilmington, Fostoria, 
Bamesville, Wauseon, Urbana, 
Niles, Nelsonville, Massillon 
and Chillicothe District. 
The Canton Compliance, Find- 
lay District and Chillicothe Dis- 
trict offices did not serve walk- 
in clients. 
Closing offices takes at least 
45 days. The timetable for the 
remaining outlets has not been 
determined. 
Steinbacher said attempts to 
find additional federal money 
will continue and, if successful, 
could allow for some future clos- 
ings to be avoided. 
About 400 bureau employees 
have indicated an interest in 
early retirement, and 172 have 
signed up for it so far. 
For the unemployed, the clos- 
ing will mean longer trips to a 
bureau office, longer lines when 
they arrive, and some backlogs. 
Offices to be closed under the 
bureau's second phase are Gal- 
ion, Port Clinton, Chardon, New 
Lexington, Celina, Ken ton, Cald- 
well, East Liverpool, George- 
town and Eaton. 
PHASE THREE closings are 
Coshocton, Cadiz, Carrollton, 
London, McArthur, 
McConnelsville, Millersburg 
and Pomeroy. 
Under phase four, offices in 
Sidney, Upper Sandusky, Van 
Wert, Waverly, West Union, 
Marysville, Hamilton, Cincin- 
nati Work Incentive, Alliance 
and Barberton will be closed. 
The Ohio Civil Service Em- 
ployees Association called for 
the General Assembly to pro- 
vide stopgap funding. 
k AMcntowt ONCER SOOCTY 
CLASSES FOR 6/15/87 
EXAM BEGIN MONDAY, 
MARCH 30  
CLASSES FOR THE 
6/20/87 EXAM BEGIN 
MONDAY, MARCH 30 
CALL 536-3701 
3550 SECOR ROAD 
TOLEDO 
t KAPLAN 
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Audition Tour 87 
EXCITING ENTERTAINMENT 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
American Entertainment Productions 
is casting SINGERS, DANCERS, and MUSICAL 
THEATRE PERFORMERS for THEME PARKS. 
Salary and housing provided. 
REQUIREMENTS: 
+ 18 to 28 years of age. 
* Singers and dancers should prepare an audition 
limited to three minutes. Singers: please per- 
form one ballad and one uptempo selection. 
Dancers: an exemplary dance routine is nec- 
essary. Musicians should prepare selections dem- 
onstrating the greatest range of abilities. 
AUDITION TIMES: 
March 4, 1987 
2:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. 
Bowling Green State University 
AUDITION SITE: 
Bowling Green State University 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
Romm 1002 
CAMP NUHOP FOR 
LEARNING DISABLED 
CHILDREN 
I3«W)1N«V« 
.I*H»M 
1 .-* ♦ ■"tw an mm 
cn-ttM 
WIKMVM* 
HTM:     b*»2SIJMl1UfrM 
ComindSMUi 
ondnpOiy! 
A Talk By 
ROBERT 
JAY 
LIFTON 1 
The author internationally known for 
his many books and articles on psy- 
chological, political, and medical as- 
pects of living in the nuclear age. 
Beyond the Nuclear 'End'- 
Directions of Hope 
7:30 p.m. Thursday, March 5, 
In The Auditorium 
Of the St. Thomas More University Parish 
GREAT IDEAS 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 200 
Attendance - increased 29% 
Home Victories - increased 100% 
YOU "The Sixth Man," made the difference!! 
Thank you! 
WHAT IS IT? 
A chance to make contact with ideas that have changed the universe 
A chance to 'ead the most provocative writers 
A chance to round out a specialized education 
WHAT ARE ITS AIMS? 
To study major intellectual revolutions which l^tvt shaped our lives 
To explore 
JUDEO-CHRISTIAN THOUGHT 
GREEK HUMANISM 
THE SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION 
THE DEMOCRATIC REVOLUTION 
FEMINISM 
To ask questions like: 
IS region practical? 
What are the uses of faith and reason' 
What is patriarchy' 
What do women want' 
Has science done more harm than sood' 
Is America democratic' 
WHAT WILL BE READ? 
The Book of Genesis 
The Poems of Sappho 
Sophocles' Antigone 
Tocqueville's Democracy in America 
rbsen's Enemy or the People 
Woolf's A Room of Ones Own 
HOW WILL THE COURSE BE TAUGHT? 
Small sections 
Much discussion 
Wntins used to promote thinking 
Deemphasis on examinations 
IS THERE A PREREQUISITE' 
yes;   Completion of English 119 or the equivalent 
WIU IT MEET A GROW RCQUHttMCNT? 
Ve$:   Great ideas will fulfill the Arw/Human*e$ or 
Social Science group requirement Hi most colleges 
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Winning tradition creates pressure position 
In The Game 
by Malt Wlnkcljohn 
ass'l. sports editor 
Bowling Green lost. 
Oh, the Falcons came back to 
win the next two games and take 
the best two-of-three series. But 
Friday they lost that first game 
to the last team to qualify for the 
CCHA tournament. And I hear 
some fans were a little ticked 
off. 
"What the hell were those 
guys doing? No team that plays 
Ferris State like that, at home, 
has any chance of winning the 
whole thing. No chance at all. 
Cocky, that's what it is," I was 
asked and told yesterday. 
I was out of town and didn't 
see it for myself. I wasn't there. 
I didn't need to be. I've seen it 
before. So have you. 
The greed created by winning. 
At one time or another we're 
all victims of this society's win- 
at-all-costs philosophy. You get 
a little, and you want a little 
more. I get little more, and I 
want a lot more. They get a lot 
more, and they want it all. We're 
all guilty. 
Somewhere down the line 
virtually everyone steps on a 
few backs to get something they 
want. 
Actually, the be-the-best-you- 
can-be, go-for-the-gusto 
mentality is probably the best 
way. Certainly it must be 
preferred over an aw-shucks, 
take-what-you-can-get 
philosophy. The winner-takes- 
all practice definitely helps this 
country in its search for 
maximum productivity. 
From a front-office standpoint 
winning sells tickets and that 
obviously pleases certain 
people. 
From the athletes' standpoint 
winning makes the game more 
fun to play. 
And from the fans' standpoint 
winning makes the game more 
exciting to watch. And that 
makes fans nicer people. To a 
degree. The best thing a 
consistent winner does is send 
fan apathy down the toilet. 
Unfortunately,   their 
.. . the spoiled-winner problem has 
manifested itself to a relatively minor 
degree in Bowling Green . . . win enough 
and you'll be expected to win all the time. 
compassion, understanding, 
sympathy and willingness to 
forgive often get caught in the 
same flush. 
Show me the fans of a 
consistent winner, and I can 
usually show you smug, selfish 
and occasionally vindictive 
people. 
It's simple enough. Win one, 
and they want - and often 
expect - two. Win two, and they 
want four and so on. 
Why? Again, simple. In fact, 
simple psychology. Give a baby 
candy bars every day for a week 
and he'll expect candy bars 
from then on. Deprive him of his 
candy bars and he'll whine and 
bitch until he's blue in the face. 
Smile, Dr. Pavlov. 
Although the spoiled-winner 
problem has manifested itself to 
a relatively minor degree in 
Bowling Green, the problem is 
here nonetheless. Win enough 
and you'll be expected to win all 
the time. 
Perhaps this is the most 
undeserved "responsibility" of 
being an athlete. Particularly 
for die athlete who happens to 
play on a team considered a 
perennial winner. 
Like the hockey team at 
Bowling Green. 
Many students and fans, while 
tremendously supportive most 
of the time, haveheen spoiled by 
success. And although that 
success is achieved primarily by 
those on the ice ana in the 
coach's box, the fans revel in it 
as though they've just come off 
the ice themselves. 
Perhaps there is little harm in 
this. It is, after all, the support 
of the fans that makes it all 
material. Without their 
allegiance, there would be few to 
appreciate the 
accomplishments. 
But the climate of expectancy 
CHARLESTOWN. 
APARTMENTS 
MID AM MANOR 
Choose from choice apartments within 
walking distance to campus—Summer 
1987 and 1987-88 school year. 
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or 
unfurnished, gas heat & water included, 
air conditioning 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St., Apt. 4. B.G. 
352-4380 
Wednesday at newly remodeled 
Peach 
Schnapps 
only 50* 
806 s. Main all night long 
^!jj5^^^jjl55l5l^^3^!: 
Get a Rich, Tropical Tan, Now! 
Before Spring Break. 
Buy any Program Package -and get 2 Free Visits 
Perfect images 
Cygnet, Oh. 
655-3102 
40-Lamp Wotff System Cooling Fans. Slcrco. 
Offer Expires 3/13/87 
The American Express* Card can gel you virtually 
everything from a leather jacket to a leather-bound classic 
Whether you are bound for a bookstore or a beach 
in Bermuda So during college and after, its the perfect 
way lo pay for |ust about anything you'll want. 
How to get the Card before graduation. 
College is the first sign of success And because 
we believe in your potential, we ve made it easier 
to get the American Express Card right now You can 
qualify even before you graduate with our special 
student offers For details, look for applications 
on campus Or just all l-800-THE-CARD, and ask 
for a student application 
The American Express Card 
Don't Leave School Without It!" 
ITMlH. 
(BATED 
SERVICES 
that is commensurate with 
consistent winning precedes an 
insolent scenario, if the last 
same of the year isn't a win, the 
fingers will begin pointing. 
The hockey players owe the 
University their best effort on 
the ice. They owe the city their 
respect. Ana they owe fans the 
same. They do not owe anyone 
their blood. 
In turn, the fans shouldn't 
expect blood. They have no right 
to expect the world of every 
team, every year. 
But every year that is 
precisely what a great many 
expect. And if they don't receive 
it, they assume (often unfairly) 
it's because the athletes failed; 
never because they were beaten 
by a better team or a team that 
had a better night. 
This phenomenon is a creation 
of competition, the lifeblood of 
our society. And as long as a 
creature called "winner" exists, 
there will be an analogous 
creature called "selfish greed" 
ready to hold its hand. 
The fruits of victory are 
among the sweetest in the world. 
Unfortunately, the seeds of the 
same fruit are all too easy to 
choke on. 
BG, Penn State 
still have date 
Rumors started last week 
when a Cleveland-area sports 
anchor envisioned a network 
buyout of the Sept. S BG-Penn 
State game appear untrue. 
A CBS buyout of BG's con- 
tract with PSU would have 
made room for a lucrative 
Oklahoma-Perm State game. 
PSU athletic director Jim 
Tarman admitted speaking 
with CBS officials. 
"CBS did want to open its 
package with a Penn State 
football game with Alabama 
on Sept. 12. They wanted us to 
move our Oct. 27 game with 
Alabama to Sept. 12 to have a 
prime-time, nationally-tele- 
vised game," he said. "We 
refused it. We don't want to 
move that game. That's the 
last I've heard from CBS." 
Mark Carlson, director of 
sports information at CBS, 
confirmed Tarman's re- 
marks. 
"We've talked to Penn 
State, that's true. But Bowl- 
ing Green was never men- 
tioned." 
Rumors that ABC might 
offer BG as much as $500,000 
to break the contract with 
PSU are also false. ABC is 
committed to the U.S. Open 
the weekend of Sept. 5. 
r Get Primed for St. Patty's Day! Tonight at Import Night! 
POLLYEYES 
440 E. Court St. 
Guiness, Molson, Bass & Warsteiner on tap! 
Try Dark & Tan! 
Over 80 Import Beers - NO COVER! 
We HAVE 
What YOU Want! 
JOBS 
Eider-Beerman, Ohio's fastest growing 
department store, is coming to Bowling Green! 
We need people committed to excellence (o 
help make shopping in our newest store 
convenient and fun. 
That's where you come in. 
We have jobs... a whole 
storeful of jobs ...in 
■SALES ■STOCK 
■ALTERATIONS   BLOSS PREVENTION 
■GIFT WRAP        ICOSMETICS 
■AND MORE 
APPLY NOW 
If you have a desire to work hard, as part of a 
company where fashion and service come first, 
you'll learn and grow with us. 
■FULL OR PART TIME 
■ FLEXIBLE HOURS 
■SUBSTANTIAL BENEFITS 
■ REGULAR SALARY REVIEWS 
■PROMOTION FROM WITHIN 
APPLY IN PERSON ONLY 
March 2 thru 27 * 
City Parks and Recreation Center, 
in Veteran's Memorial Building, 
City Park Drive 
Applications will be accepted 
Monday thru Friday from 9 a.m. 
to noon, and 1 to 330 p.m. 
AND 
Thursday evenings, 6 to 8 p.m. 
* no interviews March 11 
We Want What YOU Want 
and WE WANT YOU! 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Tournament chances promising 
Falcon cagers have come a   long way since November 
Reed   This Where once it was ridiculed, now BG is 
respected and maybe even a little feared. 
No one will take them lightly in the MAC 
tournament. 
Last Saturdav, Avon Davey 
and Frank Booker were 
supposed to execute their final 
"give-and-go" as members of 
Bowling Green's basketball 
team. 
It's an easy move - but one 
that all seniors dread making. 
It's the inevitable moment 
when you hand in the uniform 
for the last time and walk out of 
the locker room realizing your 
' career is finished. 
Hie cheers stop. The fun-and- 
games end. In outer words, 
recess is over. 
But in BG, there is still some 
playtime left for Davey, Booker 
and the rest of the Falcons. 
. Tomorrow night. BG will face 
Ohio University (the team it 
beat Saturday) in the opening 
round of the Mid-American 
Conference tournament. It's a 
matchup few could have ever 
envisioned five months ago. 
In November, the media 
picked BG to finish last. Last 
Saturday's game at OU should 
have been the season finale. 
By now, the equipment ■ managers should have taken 
inventory. The basketballs, 
water bottles and optimism 
.should already be tucked away 
in a storage closet. 
Yet four days after the regular 
season, the seniors still proudly 
cling to their uniforms. 
The Falcons have come a long 
way in such a short span. They 
concluded the season with a 14- 
13 record. BG finished in third 
place in the MAC, sporting a 10-6 
mark. 
"We set our goal (of making 
the tournament) and we met it," 
BG coach Jim Larranaga said. 
"Along the way I think some of 
our kias even surprised 
themselves. 
This is the same woeful lot 
that compiled a 7-20 record last 
season. The same crew which 
lost its last eight straight. 
The Falcons look in the mirror 
and think they see the same 
players. But their "image" has 
drastically changed. 
Players which were once 
labeled as unmotivated are now 
called overachievers. A squad 
which played a listless brand of 
basketball is now fun to watch. 
The club which couldn't win on 
the road has triumphed in three 
of its last four games outside 
Anderson Arena. 
And most importantly, the 
team which was once ridiculed 
is now respected and maybe 
even feared by some opponents. 
No one will take the Falcon 
lightly in the MAC tournament. 
GR€€NBRIfiR INC. 
CH€CK US OUT 
FOR SUMM6R R€NTfllS 
516 €. M€RRV AV€NU€ APTS. 
FI€LD MANOR RPRRTM€NTS 
FRAZ€€ AV€NU€ APARTMENTS 
RIDG€ MANOR APARTMENTS 
501 PIK€ APARTMENTS 
plus manu other apartments 
and houses available!!! 
224 €. UJOOST6R 352-0717 
Help the 1987 
FALCON 
HOCKEY TEAM 
to victory! 
Wish them luck 
In their quest to win the NCAA title! 
THE BG NEWS 
HOCKEY 
SPECIAL EDITION 
Monday, March 16* 
• Tabloid Format      • 11,000 distribution 
on and off-campus 
ADVERTISING DEADLINE: Thurs., March 5,4 p.m. 
March 6 & 7 
March 20-22 
March 26-28 
iff.TfT 
CCHA Finals (Detroit. Mi.) 
NCAA First Round (Campus Sites) 
NCAA Finals (Detroit, Mi.) 
372-2*01 
214 West Hall 
In fact, I think BG will win it. 
i   BG enters the tourney as 
the hottest team in the league. 
The Falcons have won four 
straight and their confidence 
level is soaring. 
D They probably won't be 
under much pressure to 
produce. Remember, no one 
expected them to make it this 
far. 
Central Michigan and Kent 
State are the main attractions. 
They are the headliners in 
Centennial Hall. BG is just the 
opening act whose name is 
barely legible at the bottom of 
the marquee. □ But if the Falcons are 
forced into a pressure situation, 
they won't wilt. Pressure is 
something which doesn't appear 
to faze BG. On the contrary, the 
Falcons seem to thrive on it. 
BG has played well in tight 
games, logging a 6-1 record in 
contests decided by three points 
or less. The Falcons won four of 
those games on the final 
possession. 
This could be a big advantage 
in the tournament. 
D And unlike most teams, the 
Falcons won't depend on one or 
two players to carry them to a 
championship. BG epitomizes 
the term "balanced attack". It 
boasts five players who average 
at least 10 points per game. 
D Everyone certainly 
contributed the last time the 
Falcons played in Centennial 
Hall. The 83-77 win over the 
Rockets was BG's best team 
effort all season. This could 
serve as a psychological edge. 
0 Finally. BG has beaten the 
Bobcats in three of their last 
four meeting. BG triumphed 
twice this year (75-63) and (56- 
53). This should be another 
mental plus. 
Of course, I could be way off 
base with my prediction. 
Besides, I was also the one 
who called Livingstone Bramble 
the best boxer in the world. That 
was right before he absorbed an 
extra-strengh beating from 
little-known Edwin Rozario. 
1 admit I'm not the best 
prognosticates, but I've got a 
good feeling about this one. 
I know Davey and Booker 
would give lust about anything 
to win this tournament - except 
maybe the shirts off their back. 
You see, seniors don't like 
handing over those uniforms. 
BG cagers earn 
All-MAC honors 
The Bowling Green women's 
basketball team, coming off a 
25-2 season and a 16-0 record 
in the Mid-American Confer- 
ence, is well-represented on 
this year's all-conference 
team. 
Both Falcon forwards, 
Jackie Motycka and Stepha- 
nie Coe. were selected to the 
All-MAC first team. Motycka, 
a 6-0 sophomore, was the con- 
ference's second leading 
scorer with a 20.0 ppg aver- 
age. Motycka also led the 
conference in field goal accu- 
racy (.567) and has also tal- 
lied 1,013 points in just two 
years at BG. 
Coe, a 5-10 senior, finished 
third in scoring with 18.3 ppg 
and was third in field goal 
percentage (.529). The Utica, 
Mich, native is also on the All- 
MAC academic team and is a 
finalist for academic All- 
America honors. 
Coe,  along with   Central 
Michigan's Jody Beerman, 
was a unanimous selection to 
the first team. Beerman, a 5-6 
senior guard, led the MAC in 
scoring with 20.7 ppg. 
This year's first team has 
six players due to a tie in the 
voting done by the leagues' 
coaches. Other first team 
players include: forward 
JoAnn LeFevre of Eastern 
Michigan, and guard Tracy 
Wells and center Shannon 
Pickell of Western Michigan. 
REPRESENTING  BG  on 
the All-MAC men's team was 
Falcon guard Frank Booker 
who received honorable men- 
tion honors. Booker, a 6-2 
senior from Augusta, Ga., led 
the Falcons in scoring this 
year with 13.9 ppg (13th in 
MAC scoring). He was second 
in the conference in free 
throw percentage by connect- 
ing on 89 of 104 attempts for 
.864 percent. 
Most tax refunds 
come on time ... 
. . . But if it's been 10 weeks 
since you filed your tax return 
and you still haven't received 
your refund check, And out 
about it. Call the special phone 
number in your tax forms 
package and the IRS Automated 
Refund Service can check the 
status of your return. 
amis 
MARK'S 
$4.°° Large 1 Item Pizza 
In - House Only 
$5.°° Large 1 Item 
Delivery 
\        Call 332-3551 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza 
% 
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ADVANCE YOUR NURSING 
CAREER IN THE NAVY 
Navy Nursing means completely equipped medical 
facilities. 
Advanced training, after completion of your first 
tour. Specialization opportunities. Immediate 
supervisory responsibility. 
Plus all the benefits of being an Officer. Travel. 
Adventure. Salary and benefits competitive to 
civilian nursing. 
Call NOW for more information: 
(216)676-0490 
NAVY NURSE. 
IT'S NOT JUST A JOB, 
IT'S AN ADVENTURE. 
SET YOUR SIGHTS 
For Fall Housing... 
R.E. MANAGEMENT 
Visit our Personable Staff at 
505 Clough Bl5 352-9502 
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THE 
HANGLIDERs 
SICUNKS   IB 
MATt 
2S 
r\ rV /V A  M i r r fete? 
THE 
WELDERS 
HOURS: MON-SAT: NOON TIL 2:30 AM & 
SUNDAY 2:00 PM TIL 2:30 AM   365 DAYS 
THE AREA'S FINEST LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
VOTED BEST BAR IN BG 
DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT 
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 
lor Mttf-Am swimming 4 diving 
chsmptonsrilps March 5, ft 8 7. 
Call Sudani flee Cantor. 371-7476. 
■ U lor Tim StubtrS. Meet Olr.. 
or laava mesaege 
HMS 
Interested in working at Hilton Haad. South 
Careens" On Wad . Mar 4. al 7 00 p m in 
204 Moatay. Mr Tom Rhett liom Mamotl Hole! 
Corp . wfl Oe speaking about the internship op 
portunrttea avaaable al Hilton Head this summer 
Al are welcome Great way lor Hospitality 
Management majors to help lutlid their prac- 
bcum hour requirements   Hope to see you 
mere1 ^^^ 
• • -ATTENTION OHAD STUDENTS" ■ ■ 
COME ONE. COME ALL TO GSS PICNIC IN 
MARCH THIS WILL BE A CHANG* OF PACE 
FROM THE USUAL JAZZ CAFE PIZZA PARTY 
MODE. BUT YOU'LL STILL FIND PLENTY OF 
FOOD. BEVERAGES. MUSIC. ETC WITHOUT 
THE ANTS FRIOAY, MARCH 6. 9 00 
PM-1 00 AM IN THE ICE ARENA LOUNGE 
SPONSORED BY GSS AND THE WORLD STU 
DENT ASSOCIATION $2 DONATION RE 
QUESTED AT THE DOOR 
• • "HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE1' "G 
•••IPCO CLUB MEETING-" 
WED. MARCH 4 AT 9 00 PM IN BA 116 
COME SEE WHAT WE'RE ALL ABOUT! 
 ALL MAJORS WELCOME!  
'UNIVERSITY LIAISON COUNCIL MEETING' 
-Don't let your orgaruaton be left out' Come 
find out what other organizalons are doing & 
nubkcue yours1 Any co programming plans w* 
also be discussed 
WED. MAR. It, 1917-0:00 PM-T AFT ROOM 
UNIVERSITY UNION 
aponaorad by UAO 
ACM Meeting 
Association lor Computing Machmery 
Norrenanon ol Officers 
Wed . Mar 4. 7 30. 121 Hayes 
BE MS. PETITE USA FOR 1917! 
All contestants tor pageant must be S'4" and 
under Win a video screen test and other 
priies held at the SHERATON In ROCKY 
RIVER, OH on MARCH ISTH. DEADLINE TO 
ENTER IS MARCH STH For more Inrormatlonn 
call SYO FRIEDMAN'S THEATRICAL AGEN- 
CY AT Rift) 131-7740. 
BG News meeting lor volunteers- writers and 
photographers-every Sunday. 8 pm. 210 
West Hall For further information call 
372-26CJ  
E.I.Q meeting tonight 
Don't lorgel to come tonight lo plan more lor 
Earth Day 87  We meet m 127 Hayes hal at 
7 30 PM 
Heel & Sole 
Shoe 
Repair 
504 Pearl SI. 
Bowling Green 
Tu.».- Fri. 9 - 530 
Sot. 9 • noon 
tilted Wings 
Inlernshlpt available for ALL MAJORS 
In WASHINGTON O.C., 
through the Washington Cetner Internship Pro- 
gram Find out more. TODAY at 4 00. 231 Ad 
rmn   Btdg . or cal 372-8202  
Malaysian Coffee Hours • Thursday 
March S 2 30 4 30 411 South Hal 
(Inter national Lounge) 
Free Food and Drink 
Sides from the country 
Open to Al 
Sponsored by WSA 
Mark Twain Is on Tour 
COME MEET HUCK. TOM AND BECKY 
MARCH 12 AT 7:30 IN KOBACKER HALL 
S2 FOB STUDENTS AND $4 FOR GENERAL 
PUBLIC 
MM American Conference 
Swimming a Dhrlng Championships 
Thur... Fri. Sal., March 5, 6. 7 
Prelims: Noon Finals 7 p.m. 
Rec Center Pool 
Cheer the Falcons on to vfctoryl 
PHI BETA LAMBDA 
Coffee and Doughnuts 
7 30 - Noon Looby Ed Btdg 
PRAIRIE MARGINS ■ now accepting poetry, 
fiction, photography concerning the toaowing-- 
Ctowhammers Debauchery 
Diuretics Fungal Infestations 
Narcolepsy Neurophtla 
Predenon Hardcore Monogamy 
Subjects not limited lo the above listing 
Deadline March 13 201 U Hal 
PROJECT REACH an eating disorders Sup- 
port group w* meet Wednesday March 4th at 
7 30 P M at United Christian Fellowship (UCF) 
Come meet us. get -nvofved and discover your 
alternatives For more information please cal 
3536808  
Study Skills Center 
Workshop Series Location Rm 213Moseley 
Hal-Study Skis Center Registration is kmited 
cal 3728840 Time 3 30-4 30pm. Weds 
4 0O-5 00pm Thins Please cal ft interested 
but unable to attend either time Researching 
Term Papers-Joe Norns "Low Stress Research 
or How To Survive the Term Paper" 
The Caribbean 
and U.S. Foreign Policy 
by Cathenne Sunshine. Assoc Dir. Ecumenical 
Program tor Inieramerioan Communication and 
Action, Fn . March 6, 7 30 p m . Alumni Room. 
Union Soon by Caribbean Aaan . BSU. OSS. 
APA. Pre-Law Soc . TWGA. Int   Hel   Org 
LOST & FOUND 
$100 reward lor the return ol my large collec- 
tion ol beautiful horse statues and terrartum 
taken Irom my garage Feb 10-12 at 207 Byal 
Ave.BO    Call 353-8306 or 352 7160 
FOUND LG MALE TIGER CAT ON 8TH ST ON 
TLIES   2-24   CALL 353 0925 
LOST 
GOLD ADO-A-BEAD NECKLACE 
SENTIMENTAL VALUE GONE SAT 21ST 
REWARD CALL PAIGE 352 2333 
RIDES 
Are you driving to FLORIDA lor spring break'? 
Have an extra seat open? I need a ride home 
Please get me close Can Doug 354 8509 
I desperately need a ride to Buttaro. or aa close 
as possible the weekend ol March 6 I'l help 
with gas $ Please call Linda or 2-53B1 
t        WEEKDAY SPECIAL 
$coo 5 
GOOD MON. thru THURS. ONLY 
13" On. 
Item Plxxo 
Chicago Slylr? euro 
FPv      !• Entro Hems 75'Ea 
ree Delivery /*^\ 
352-5166        L.        \    u   . rPisorvollo's 
Onu Coupon Per I'liia      |^lx7fO 
\ 
I 
^    Voted Best Pizzo in BG 
Expires 3-31-87 i 
University of East Anglia, Norwich, 
England 
Sponsored by 
The Center for International Programs 
For More Information: 
Where: 411 South Hall. 372-2247 
Whan: Every Wednesday Evening at 7:30 p.m. 
January 14 - May 6 
Who: Or. Douglas D Daye. Director 
Center tor International Programs 
What: Video Tape of University of East Angka. 
Returning Students and other 
U.E.A./r*Ofwtch Information 
Note: 3.0 Q.P.A minimum 
SERVICES OFFEHED 
Pregnant? Conoeme? Free pregnancy teat, ot>- 
recttve Information  By appointment or warX-m 
Cal NOW 364HOPE  
WOMEN'S CLINIC 
2700 Monroe St., Toledo Offering 
gynecological services a pregnancy termination 
by ecensed physician including prenatal. 
oosletnca. pregnancy testing. Pap leal (for cer- 
vical cancer), VD screening, birth control info . 
TubeJ LrgaHon, termination ol pregnancy up 
through 10 weeks (special rates for students I 
By appointment 1-241-2471 
Wordprocesslng typing done, free disk 
storage, eel Sue m Maumee. 893-4186 
PERSONALS 
SPRING BREAK SURVIVAL KITS 
T-shirt and foam can huggie with special 
logo and Panama Jack Suntan oil for only 
SB 99 On Sale  March 2-19 Men thru Frl 
10 30-2.30    FREE    PANAMA    JACK 
POSTERS FOR 
FIRST 50 PEOPLE 
-HMS- 
Interested In working al Hilton Heed. South 
Career*?? On Wed . Mar 4. at 7 00 p m. m 
204 Moseley. Mr Tom Rhetl. from Marriott 
Hotel Corp . wi be apaakrng about the Intern 
ship opportunities available al HUton Head this 
summer Al are welcome Great way tor 
Hospitality Managemenl majors lo help luff* 
the* practicum hour requirements Hope to see 
you there! 
• • • IPCO CLUB HAPPV HOURS- • • 
Where'?? When??? Come lo 
the next IPCO CLUB MEETING Wed. March 4 
al 9 00 pmm BA 1 16 
to find out"1 
SPEND A SEMESTER IN ENGLAND 
PLUS EARN 15 HOURS BOSU CREDIT' 
FOR MORE INFO EVERV WED EVENING 
AT 7 30 IN 411 SOUTH HALL 
■••a^lFCA-^IIAPCA••• 
•••WFCA-MAPCA'" 
•••IWFCA-eiAPCA'" 
•"BG GREEKS"" 
WILL BE BURSTING WITH PRIDE 
IN SAINT LOUIS 
MIFCA-MAPCA 
MARCH 5-8. 1987 
•• •MIFCA-MAPCA*" 
•••MIFCA-alAPCA'" 
•••MIFCA-MAPCA'" 
"CONGRATULATIONS STACY TAYLOR" 
Congrats on being selected the 1987 traveling 
Chapter Consultant lor Alpha XI Deltal We 
know you'l do a fantastic job-just like you did 
as our president1 
Xilove. 
your sisters 
-SELLING 5 SALES MGMT   CLUB* 
MEETING WED   MARCH 4 AT 7 00 
IN THE TOWNE ROOM-UNION 
The speaker is an industrial 
sales rep  Irom Grant Products 
Be there to tind out details about Chicago! 
Appbcarons are due Wed , March 3 by 5 00 
p m lor SMD or REC Majors mlerested in ap- 
plying for a pracltcum with University In 
tramurata tor Fal 1987 Cal 2-2484 for Ho 
Are you an 
S.O.B.? 
Let the world know1 
CHICAGO' 
CHICAGO' 
CHICAGO' 
Setng and Sales Mgmt Club 
Aprs 9-12 
INTERESTED IN TRAVELING AND 
EXPERIENCING A NEW CULTURE?? 
STUDY IN ENGLANOI! 
FOR MORE INFO. EVERY WED. EVENING 
AT 7:30 IN 411 SOUTH HAIL 
Congratulations lo the loiiowing 
Phi Mu's on their Anchor Splash Victory. AMAN- 
DA REDMOND 
ANITA EMMERTH 
PAN REITZ 
TRACY BERNARD 
DARLENE BRYS 
MONICA MINOSTIA 
Way to go girts' Your Phi Mu Sisters 
Congratulations Alpha Sigma Phi 
All-Greek Intramural 
Basketball Champtona 
Bret Bahr 
ChrleBogaen 
Jim Colanarl 
Mike Dully 
Bill Corn 
Josh Hart 
Doug McCrae 
Chrla Paraona 
Draw Spe-rak 
Love, the Little Sissee 
CONGRATULATIONS 
CHRISTI SAVERS 
on receiving OUTSTANDING YOUNG WOMAN 
IN AMERICA' We are so glad someone else 
reakrea how special you really are 
Love and much TTKE. 
Your Gemma Phi Sisters 
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APPLY NOW • • 
Applications   lor   UNIVERSITY 
AMBASSADORS 
wH be avaaable March 2-March 13 
at Meat! Alumni Center 
and 405 Student Services 
Don't mres Baa opportunity lo promote 
BGSU'" 
DELSA MASON 
PS. IF YOU'RE GOING TO TOSS EM 
PLEASE DONT DO IT WEARING MY SHIRT. IN 
MY TRASHCAN. OR ON MY TOWELS 
I heart you ai your drunken stupor' 
Deenna 
Oetsa Mason 
How did anner taste the 8th time around? 
Ol*   Chicago   buddies   are   kite'   Whrskey 
anyone? 
Quarters? I gotta go home! Heao-I'm slck-cack- 
-BLAH' Get some pants on oh no-buttons' 
1 -2-3-4< I need thick typmg paper, pizza, chips, 
and ctiocoMe maV Oh Brad, thank-you. thank 
you. thank-you for taking care of my roommate' 
Love. Lm 
Delta Zeta Newsflash 
A smaacraft advisory ra In effect on March 7. 
1987  la the Delta Zeta crew ready lo be ship- 
wrecked? 
Do you have a sneere interest m serving on a 
council that ta responsible lor the present and 
future policies, procedures, an usage of the 
moat dynamic fitness taciity on campus? If the 
answer is yes. then apply lor a seat on the Stu- 
dent Recreation Center Council Applications 
are available beginning Monday. February 23 In 
the main office ol the SRC and must be returned 
by Friday. March 6 
Dry Cleaning Service 
Jeans N Things 
531 Ridge 
Inc. 
I'M STILL WAITING FOR MY PERSONA!  
I LOVE YOU ANYWAY. HAVE A GREAT DAY! 
CAN'T WAIT TO SHOW YOU OFF IN MAINE. 
PAIGE 
FUl 
The Brothers Would Uke to 
Congratulate Geoff Nelson and 
Joe Leonard for being selected Co-Brothers lor 
the Month ol February' 
Phi Gamma Delta 
GET READY' 
lor TUCK INS done by the pledge cuss ol the 
Sigma Alpha Iota sorority' Cal 372-6658 it you 
want to send visitors lo tuck-in someone you 
know on March 10" 
GOOD LUCK AT MAPCA CHRISTI! 
Congratulations on a successful year aa Vice 
President 
Love, the sisters ol Gamma Phi Beta 
Government Homes from $1 (U repair) Delin- 
quent tax property Repossessions Cal 
805-667-6000 Ext GH-9849 for current repo 
1st 
INTRAMURAL TWO-BALL INDOOR SOCCER 
(WOMEN'S 1 CO-ED) Entries due March 9th in 
108 SRC, by 4 00 PM Play wil be March 
13th. 14th, and 15th 
Lisa Bruentng 
Roses are red 
Violets are blue 
Have a Happy Birthday 
And gel PSYCHED lor Winter Weddxig too 
Mid American Conlerence 
Swimming a Diving Championship! 
Thura., Frl.. Sat.. March 5, «. 7 
Prelims- Noon Finale: 7 p.m. 
Rec Center Pool 
Cheer the Falcons on to victory! 
MORRIS. 
Please don't thmk bad ol me' When are we go- 
ng to see 'Nightmare on Elm Street? 
Chris 
, Moving Sale 
Something For Everyone 
Sat 9-6. 264 Manvtte 
NEVER AGAIN meeting 
Wednesday. March 4. 1987 
8 00, 11IBA 
All we welcomed 
OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR TWO-BALL IN- 
DOOR SOCCERI 
All Interested must attend an official, clinic 
March 9th In the SRC eonverence room from 
S-7 pm. Play will be held March 13th. 14th. 
15th. For more Info, contact the Intramural 
otHce-108 SRC.  
POLLYEYES 
HOME OF THE GREAT IMPORTS' 
TONIGHT ■ 440 E COURT ST 
Roxanne. 
Than* for auch a great time at my date party 
esp on auch short notice Jammin' to the Boss 
and doing the machine guns was realty in- 
teresting  By the way. how did thai come un- 
done? It'a casual 
Love. Joel 
SOB Sweatshirts 
(Student ol Business) 
BA Lobby- $12 95 
Sig Ep's. F»'s and Phi Mu's 
A winning combmalton"' 
Thanka lor a wonderful time with Anchor Splash 
guys' 
We knew we couk) do Hi 
The Phi Mu's 
SIGMA NU ANCHOR SPLASHERS 
We had an AWESOME time with you guys' 
You're a lot of lun' Next year we'I go for let 
Place 
Your water partners. 
The Pi Pt» Anchor Splashers 
SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE ANACHRONISM 
MEETING 7 30 WED . 309 MOSELEY 
Spring Merchandiee 
Arriving dairy 
Jeans N Things 531 Ridge 
Sundance 
Drmk of the Month 
Long Islands $1 50 
Support Kappa Delta s JalktOBell on Saturday. 
March 14. try having a friend ariMledlt Pro- 
ceeds benefit Prevention of Chad Abuse Find 
out more information from the Kappa Delta 
booth that wl be set up on the first floor of 
University Hal 
The Bisters ot Delta Zeta would eke to thank the 
men ol Theta Cta for the wed and crazy Toga tee 
last Friday night We loved those sexy knees" 
TO THE BEST BASKETBALL FANS   IN THE 
LAND. 
THANKS FOR ALL YOUR SUPPORT DURING 
THE   YEAR,   AND   ESPECIALLY   THURSDAY 
NIGHT 
ALPHA SIG BASKETBALL TEAM 
Typing and Word Processing Services and 
Resumes Thesis and dlaaertatrons A to Z Data 
-across trom Uhenan'a, 352-5042 
WANTEO: A FACULTY ADVISOR FOR THE 
SOCIETY OF CREATIVE ANACHRONISM A 
STUDENT GROUP THAT LEARNS ABOUT THE 
MIDDLE AGES BY RELIVING THEM FOR 
MORE INFO . WRITE P.O BOX 76 UNIVERSI- 
TY HALL. B.Q S.U. 43403 
Watch For 
Uhlman'a 
Spring Break Survival Kit 
WANTED 
1 RESPONSOLE, TRUSTWORTHY 8 COM- 
PATIBLE PERSON TO SHARE HOUSE FOR 
YEAR '87 -88 OWN ROOM. VERY CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS FOR $125 PER MO PLUS 
UTILITIES CALL CHRIS 2 1820 OR MOLLY 
2-4685 
A black soil loo for a 1986 JeepCJ7 Must be 
m Good condition Please contact Jems 
through OCMB 2733 
ATTENTION 
Anyone interested in playing soccer on my m- 
tramural team please leave name, address. 
phone no m my on-campus mas box Please In- 
clude position desired Practices wil be haw 
Scott OCMB 5118 
COME PARTY WITH USt Fomale roomie need- 
ed lor 87-88lofcvein4thStreetapartment Cal 
us now' 353-3715 
Needed one female, non-smolung roommate to 
share a 2-bedroom apartment very close to 
campus For more mtormation. please cal 
Becky al 2-8086 
Non-Srnoking Female Needed lo share apart 
ment with two seniors 3rd Street Fall A Spring 
87-88 Phone. 372-8406 
WANTEO 2 lemaies to sublease for summer 
Own rooms, great new furnished apartments 
Cal 353-1408 
HELP WANTED 
Be a Boston nanny Live-in chad care 
(or friendly, professional Boston area 
famees   1 yt corrimittment We make 
excellent matches Good pay 6 benefits 
No tee Calf (61 7)244-5154 or write 
American   Al   PAIR   PO    Box   07   New 
TownGBranch. Boston. MASS 02258G 
120 COUNSELOR AND INSTRUCTOR 
POSITONS AVAILABLE Private Coed Summer 
Camp in Pooono Mts , PA Contact Cayuga. 
PO Box 234BG. Kertlworth. NJ 07033 
1201)2760106  
BECOME    A    COMMUNITY    FRIEND 
VOLUNTEER 
A Community Fnend provides emotional sup- 
port. Ir-endst-p. & independent living skits train- 
ing for an adult who has experienced enwtional 
or mental difficulties if you wish to share your 
ska* 4 talents for 1 hr per week cal Cindy 
Enoeoose at 352-9459 before March 8. 
CAMP COUNSELORS 
Camp Stony brook In Warren Co.. Ohio and 
Camp Ross Trails In Butler Co., Ohio, need 
qualified counselors, lifeguards, cooks 4 
nurses. June 12-Aug. 0. Contact Camp Adm., 
4930 Cornell Rd.. Clnt. O. 4S242 
Exerting Summer Job Opportunities 
Toledo River Cause Lines is looking tor young 
adults with outgoing, exciting personalities 
Jobs avaaable in ticket reservations, waiter & 
waitresses, food prep . general utll 
(maintenance, detvery, etc ) Grumpe need not 
apply Write only-send resume Dan O'Connor. 
Toledo River Cruise Lines. 815 Fronl St. 
Toledo Ohio 43606 
GOVERNMENT JOB lists local, stale "and 
federal, guarantee Ohio residence Immediate 
openings $400 lo f 1400 wfcly. 1-718-882-9000 
Including Sunday Ext. 1188. 
Help Wanted Energetic, fun-loving people for 
bartender a floor walker positions at Buttons 
Nightclub Apply after 8 00 pm 
Make hundreds weekly maling circulars' No 
Quotas' Umrta' Rush self-addressed stamped 
envelope AM-MAR 256 Robertson, Dept . P7. 
Beverly Hills. CA 90211 
NEW ENGLAND BROTHER-SISTER CAMPS 
(Mesa) Mah-Kee-Nac for BoysDenbee for 
Girls Counselor Positions for Program 
Specialists AH Team Sports, especially 
Basebal. Basketball. Soccer, plus Archery, 
Rrflery and Biking 25 Tennis openings Also 
Performing Arts. Gymnastics. Rocketry. Ropes 
Course. Al Waterfront Activities (rKfuoIng 
Swimming. Skiing. Smal Craft, plus Overnight 
Camping. Computers. Woodcraft and more In- 
quire J 4 D Camping 190 Linden Avenue. Glen 
Ridge, NJ 07028 (201) (6)420-8522- 
(GJ328-2727 
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr round Europe, 
S Amer . Australia ASM Al fields $900-2000 
mo Sightseeing Free into Write UC. PO Bx 
52-OH3 Carona Del Mar. CA 92625 
Part time Spring & Summer, help on grain farm 
Some experience necessary Cal 352-7050 
Part time Bartender Wanted tor evenings and 
weekends Apply 2-4 oaity. 200 Cempbel Hi 
Rd, Eft's Club   325-2149 
Representatives are needed to demonstrate the 
fates! fashions and cosmetics, experience or 
wfl train Write (include resume and photos) 
Marketing Plus Box 8801. Toledo. OH 43623 
OBNOXIOUS ft L by Art Price 
SALES MANAGER 
NEED PERSON WITH ENERGETIC PER- 
SONALfTV AND AMBITION TO MAKE SSSS 
AM 680 WFAL IS LOOKING FOR A PERSON 
EXPERIENCED IN THE ART OF SELLING TO 
HEAD SALES STAFF COMMISSION PLUS IN 
CENTTVES SEND RESUME AND COVER LET 
TERS TO MICHAEL COONEY. GENERAL 
MANAGER, AM 680 WFAL, 121 WEST HALL 
BY FRIOAY MARCH 6 
Somewhere and something drfferent for Sum- 
mer Employment? Work on the downtown 
shoreane of Keeeys Island at the CASINO* Live 
entertainment 7 days a week Needed are 
bartenders, waiters, waitresses and cooks Ap- 
ply to P.O. 26, Keeeys Island. OH 43438 co 
Tom USrlch 419-746-2323 Good pay 
SUMMER JOBS available at Girt Scout Camp 
Waterfront Staff (WSI) and Counselors, cal 
352-2352. 353-2535. or 1-800-233-4845 
FOR SALE 
'77 Ptymouth Arrow 
$300 
352-9511 
1977 FORD GRANADA GHIA Good shape- 
Must see 1500 Cal Tom 372-4638 or 
354 0330. 
2  Pr.   Men's  Ski Boots.   Size   9   1-2    Cal 
353 6912 
81 Inch oouch. earth tones, exceeent  S225 
352 8511 after 4:30 
FOR SALE 
100W Bass Amplifier 
1 pair K2 X-country skis 
negotiable prices 
352 4132 Kurt 
For Sale 
4 Month Ok) Ferret 
$30 353-0209 
FOR SALE 
1983 Sylvan Rodmaster 22 Foot Boat, good 
for Lake Erie, comes with 2 swivel seats, holds 
9 people approx. tarp. horn depth finder Fish 
rt-Temp. battery, nets, ram suit, rope & (tares. 
first aid kit. wrenches, windshield, safety throw 
buoy, rod holders with mounting brackets for 
down riggers, on a single axle Trailer,  with 
1985 Johnson Outboard 120-hp Motor Ask- 
■vj $9,500 Contact (419) 352-8761 after 
5 00 p m GOOD FOR FISHING OR SKIING1" 
0M PC, one year old. Al manuals intact Price 
negotiable Cal 352-1681 or 372-8143 
FOR RENT 
CARTY RENTALS 
Apartments 
For 3  4 students 
Office hours 10am -3 pm 
Located 316 E Merry. No 3 
For more info or appointment 
Phone 352-7365 anytime 
Also summer rentals 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
Assortment of many apts. and duplexes 
far summer $ fall rentals 
CALL NOW tor choice apis 
354-2280 
Office located at 319 E. Wooater. 
Georgetown Manor 
800 Third St 
Two-bedroom futy furnished apts . 
now renting for 1987-88 and Summer 
1987  Free heat, water, and sewer 
Reasonable terms A few openings 
at 824 Sixth St also Cal 
352-4966 (between 4 p.m and 10 p m ) 
1 & 2 bedroom furnished apts for summer A 
1987-88 school year S & V Rentals. 
352-7454 
1 bedroom houae and 1 bedroom apt for sum- 
mer 1967 and 1987-88 school year 
1-267-3341 
1 bedroom, furnished apartment for 
imrr»edtately and or tor summer Aa - conditioned 
and doae to campus Cal 353 8407 attar 
400 
2 bdrm trailer wt the country 3 mi south ot 
90. Ideal for graduate or married student, 
special rental agreement we) be made to tenant 
waVig to give hek>ng hand to landlord 
686-4205 
2 bedroom, (urn $ unfum. apta. for summer 
and talL Heal A air conditioning included. 
Call Dennis Marten at 352-3446. One apart- 
ment available new. 
5 students to form intentional Christian com- 
munity with emphasis on social lusttce UCF 
house next to campus Begm mid-August Cot 
352-7534 days 
836 Third Street 
Summur Only, unfurnished 
$310 a month 
352-4773 after 6 pm 
luff Apta. now renting for 67-66 school year 
and summer 87. Completely furnished 2 
bedroom apta, rent Is $650 per month during 
school year 67-66. For summer '87, rant Is 
$500 per apartment for the summer. Call Tim 
at 152-7112 or stop by at 1470 Clough St., 
Apt F3. 
FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS 
Next to Aspen W'na Restaurant 
2 bdrm -turn a unfum 
Cal Tom 352 4673 days 
352 1800 eves 
Furnished Efficiency 
Complete with color T V . Cable and HBO. Al 
utfWee paid Ideal for upperclassmen or 
graduates Semester leases B G s finest 
apartment value $320 per month Phone 
354-3182 or 352-1520 
Houaee & Apts close to campus tor Summer 
1987 and 1987 88 school year   1-267-3341 
Quiet. Spacious. 1 bedroom apartment on Cay 
Street for Summer Sublease FREE UTILITIES 
Rent negollable--must sublease Call 
353-5015 Evenings 
Smal house close to campus 
Cal 352-2330 or 352-6764 after 6 00 p.m 
Stave Smith Apartment Rentals--Houses and 
Duplexes lor 1987-86 school year 352-8917 
Two bedroom, rurrxahed apartments for the 
87-88 school year 352-2863 
TWO-STORY APARTMENT FOB SUMMER 
SUBLEASE CLOSE TO CAMPUS. FOR FOUR 
PEOPLE   CALL 353 0075 OR 352-5004 
apt. In houae lor summer only 2 
bedroom with Irving room, kitchen and 
bathroom Sat up for four people Lower sum- 
mer rate of $90-month per parson. Cat 
362-2932 
